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ABSTRACT
Our goal is to automati ally answer brief fa tual questions
of the form \When was the Battle of Hastings?" or \Who
wrote The Wind in the Willows?". Sin e the answer to
nearly any su h question an now be found somewhere on
the Web, the problem redu es to nding potential answers
in large volumes of data and validating their a ura y. We
apply a method for arbitrary passage retrieval to the rst
half of the problem and demonstrate that answer redundan y
an be used to address the se ond half. The su ess of our
approa h depends on the idea that the volume of available
Web data is large enough to supply the answer to most fa tual questions multiple times and in multiple ontexts. A
query is generated from a question and this query is used
to sele t short passages that may ontain the answer from
a large olle tion of Web data. These passages are analyzed
to identify andidate answers. The frequen y of these andidates within the passages is used to \vote" for the most
likely answer. The approa h is experimentally tested on
questions taken from the TREC-9 question-answering test
olle tion. As an additional demonstration, the approa h is
extended to answer multiple hoi e trivia questions of the
form typi ally asked in trivia quizzes and television game
shows.

1. QUESTION ANSWERING
Question Answering (QA) has re ently re eived attention
from both the Information Retrieval (IR) and Information
Extra tion (IE) ommunities, both as an extension to their
traditional interests and as an area of interse tion between
the two. A typi al QA task requires on ise answers to short
fa tual questions, where a large target orpus is used as the
sour e for these answers. Answers may take the form of values, names, phrases, senten es, or brief text fragments. In
ontrast with traditional IR tasks, it is not a eptable for
a QA system to retrieve a full do ument, or even a paragraph or large text fragment, in response to a question. In
ontrast with traditional IE tasks, no pre-spe i ed domain
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restri tions are pla ed on the questions, whi h may be of
any type and deal with any topi [3, 9, 19℄.
Over the past two years, work in question answering has
been en ouraged by the in lusion of a question answering
task in the experimental work of the TREC onferen e series, whi h is sponsored annually by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Te hnology (NIST) [22℄. For TREC-9,
the most re ent onferen e, the task onsisted of 682 questions posed over a 3GB target orpus omprised of newspaper arti les, where an answer for ea h question was guaranteed to appear in the orpus [21℄. Answers take the form of
text fragments extra ted from the target orpus. For ea h
experimental run, ve attempts were given to answer ea h
question. The attempts were ranked, and the primary evaluation measure is based on the rank of the rst fragment
ontaining a orre t answer. Two types of experimental
runs were permitted, whi h di ered only in the maximum
allowed length of the text fragment, whi h was either 50 or
250 bytes.
Figure 1 provides a simpli ed overview of our QA system,
whi h was used to generate our TREC-9 experimental runs.
First, a parser analyzes a question to extra t two types of information: 1) a query for submission to a passage retrieval
omponent, and 2) a set of sele tion rules that guide the
pro ess of extra ting answers from the passages. The passage retrieval omponent exe utes the query over the target
orpus, retrieving a ranked list of the top k passages for further analysis by the answer sele tion omponent. The sele tion rules in lude an answer ategory (\person", \monetary
value", \date", et .) that identi es the general type of information that is sought by the question. The answer sele tion
omponent identi es possible answers (\ andidates") from
the passages and then ranks these andidates using a variety
of heuristi s. These heuristi s take into a ount the number
of times ea h andidate appears in the retrieved passages,
the lo ation of the andidate in the retrieved passages, the
rank of the passages in whi h the andidate appears, the
likelihood that the andidate mat hes the assigned answer
ategory, and other spe ial- ase information provided by the
sele tion rules.
This general approa h of question analysis followed by IR
followed by IE is nearly ubiquitous in QA systems [1, 4, 8,
10,13,14,16,20,23℄. Using relatively simple question parsing
and answer sele tion omponents our QA system provides
good performan e. For the TREC-9 QA task [21℄ the system
pla ed in the top three for both 50- and 250-byte runs.
Our experien e with the TREC QA task indi ated that
three spe i features make the greatest ontribution to the
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Figure 1: QA system ar hite ture
performan e of our system. One is the exibility of the
parser [5℄, whi h was able to make reasonable hoi es in the
fa e of unexpe ted question types and formats. The se ond is the basi passage retrieval te hnique, whi h produ es
high-quality passages for further analysis. The third is the
use of andidate redundan y in the answer sele tion omponent. By redundan y, we mean the ombination of eviden e
from multiple passages to identify the most likely answer.
The appearan e of a andidate answer in several of the top
ranking passages is a strong indi ation of the importan e
of a andidate. The exploitation of redundan y in question
answering is the main subje t of the present paper.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The
next se tion provides details of our passage retrieval te hnique, whi h forms the basis for the remainder of the work.
Se tion 3 outlines the role of redundan y in our TREC-9 experiments and dis usses its ontribution to the performan e
of our QA system. In Se tion 4 we examine the impa t of
redundan y in a broader ontext by removing the guarantee
that the answer appears in the orpus and by requiring an
exa t answer, rather than a text fragment ontaining the
answer. A large olle tion of Web data is used as the target
orpus. The work is further extended in Se tion 5, whi h
uses trivia questions drawn from a popular game show to
further test the value of redundan y. The paper on ludes
with an overview of additional related resear h and a disussion of future work.

2. PASSAGE RETRIEVAL FOR QA
Many open-domain question answering systems in orporate an IR omponent that is used for passage retrieval [1,8,
10,13,14,16,23℄. Paragraphs, senten es or n-word segments
are treated as separate do uments with do ument-oriented
retrieval te hniques are applied to retrieve them. However,
it is not obvious that these do ument-oriented IR methods
are ideally suited for use in a question answering environment. Text fragments an often supply the answer to a question even when the topi of the question is in ident to the
topi of the do ument or paragraph ontaining the fragment.
For example, eviden e supporting \James Boswell" as the
answer to the question \Who was Samuel Johnson's friend
and biographer?" is supplied by the text fragment \...selfappointed ultural ommentator Stanley Crou h played Bos-

well to Marsalis's Samuel Johnson..." although jazz musi is
the primary on ern of the do ument from whi h it is drawn.
In a similar fashion, the urrent paper itself ontains answers
for this and a dozen other unrelated trivia questions.
For question answering we use a passage retrieval te hnique that does not depend on prede ned passages, but an
retrieve any do ument substring in the target orpus. The
te hnique was applied to question answering in both our
TREC-8 and TREC-9 experiments and was outlined in the
asso iated papers [5, 7℄. This se tion provides additional
justi ation for the te hnique and brie y dis uss its eÆ ient
implementation.
Ea h do ument D in the orpus is treated as an ordered
sequen e of terms:
= d1 d2 d3 :::dm:
A passage from D is represented by an extent (u; v), an
ordered pair of oordinates with 1  u  v  m that orresponds to the subsequen e of D beginning at position u and
ending at position v
D

d

u du+1 du+2 :::dv :

A query Q is generated from the original question and takes
the form of a term set:

= fq1 ; q2 ; q3 ; :::g:
An extent (u; v) satis es a term set T  Q if the subsequen e of D de ned by the extent ontains at least one o urren e of ea h of the terms from T . An extent (u; v) is a
over for T if (u; v) satis es T and the subsequen e orresponding to (u; v) ontains no subsequen e that also satis es
0
0
T . That is, there does not exist an extent (u ; v ) with either
0
0
0
0
u < u  v  v or u  u  v < v that satis es T .
Given an extent (u; v) that is a over for a term set T =
ft1 ; t2 ; :::g we wish to ompute a s ore for the extent with
respe t to T that re e ts the likelihood that an answer to
the question is ontained in the extent or appears in its
lose proximity. First, we model a do ument as a sequen e
of independently generated terms and assume that there is
a xed probability pt of a term t 2 T mat hing at any given
do ument lo ation. Note that this simplifying assumption
allows multiple terms from T to mat h at a parti ular lo ation.
Q

Given an extent (u; v) with length l = v u + 1, the
probability P (t; l) that the extent ontains one or more o urren es of t is
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The probability that an extent (u; v) ontains all the terms
from T is then
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Finally, we estimate pt from the term frequen ies within the
target orpus
p

t = ft =N;

where ft is the total number of times t appears in the target
orpus and N is the total length of all do uments in the
orpus. The s ore for an extent of length l ontaining the
terms T  Q is the self-information of P (T ; l)

X
t2T

j j log( )

log(N=ft )

T

l :

(1)

Equation 1 assigns higher s ores to passages whose probability of o urren e is lower. While a higher s ore does not
dire tly imply a greater likelihood that the answer will appear in lose proximity, empiri al eviden e suggests that this
relationship holds. The runs we submitted for the TREC-8
QA experiments were based solely on this passage retrieval
te hnique [7℄. Instead of parsing the questions, we simply
eliminated stopwords. Instead of answer sele tion, we simply submitted the 250-byte fragment entered on ea h extent. Despite the simpli ity of the te hnique, answers for
63% of the questions appeared in the ve fragments submitted and the system was among the six best-performing
systems overall [22℄.
Given a query Q we generate all overs for all subsets of Q
and rank them using equation 1. All but the highest ranking
passage from ea h do ument are dis arded and the top k are
used for further analysis.
Implementation of the te hnique depends on a fast algorithm to ompute all overs of all subsets of Q. An extent
(u; v) is said to i-satisfy a query Q if the subsequen e of
D de ned by the extent
ontains exa tly i distin t terms
from Q. An extent (p; q) is an i- over for Q if and only if
it i-satis es Q and does not ontain a shorter extent that
also i-satis es Q. The appendix of referen e 6 presents an
algorithm to generate Ji , the set of all i- overs of Q, in time
O (jQj  jJi j log(N )). The set of overs for all subsets of Q is
simply the union of the i- overs

[
N

i=1

i

J :

3. TREC-9 EXPERIENCE
The importan e of redundan y be ame apparent during
the post-ho analysis of our TREC-9 QA results. Our experimental runs for TREC-9 used the overall approa h outlined in Figure 1. For passage retrieval we used the te hnique presented in Se tion 2, retrieving the top k = 10 passages and symmetri ally expanding ea h about its enterpoint C = (u + v)=2 to 200 terms for further analysis. A
omplete dis ussion of the question parsing and answer sele tion omponents is provided in our TREC-9 paper [5℄. In
the remainder of this se tion, we fo us on the use of redundan y in the answer sele tion omponent.
Sin e the goal of the TREC-9 QA experiments was to sele t 50- and 250-byte answer fragments from the retrieved
passages, the answer sele tion te hnique used to generate
our experimental runs does not attempt to identify andidates that are exa t or omplete answers. Instead, andidates are single terms, where the nature of these terms
depends on the ategory of the question. For example, if a
question asks for a proper noun, the andidates onsist of
those terms that mat h a simple synta ti pattern for proper
nouns; if a question asks for a length, the andidates onsist of those numeri values that pre ede appropriate units;
and if a question annot be lassi ed, the andidates simply
onsist of all non-query and non-stopword terms appearing
in the retrieved passages. After identi ation, ea h andidate term t is assigned a weight that takes into a ount the
number of distin t passages in whi h the term appears, as
well as the relative frequen y of the term in the database,
t =

w

t log(N=ft);

where 1  t  k is the number of distin t passages in whi h
t appears and represents the redundan y asso iated with the
andidate.
The weights of the andidates are used to sele t 50- and
250-byte answer fragments from the retrieved passages. Ea h
50- or 250-byte fragment from the retrieved passages is onsidered as a possible answer. A s ore of ea h fragment was
omputed by summing the weights of the andidate terms
that appear within it. Given a text fragment F and a set of
andidates K the s ore for a fragment is

X

t2F ^t2K

t

w

(2)

This s ore is then modi ed using a number of heuristi s that
take into a ount the rank of the passage in whi h the fragment appeared, the lo ation of the fragment relative to the
enterpoint of the passage, and the sele tion rules generated
by the parser [5℄. These heuristi s had only a minor (but
positive) e e t on the system's performan e.
On e the highest-s oring fragment is sele ted, the weights
of the andidates appearing in that fragment are redu ed
to zero. All fragments are re-s ored and the highest-s oring
fragment is again sele ted. This pro ess is repeated until
ve fragments have been sele ted.
The weight assigned to a andidate ombines a redundan y fa tor and a term-frequen y fa tor. The individual
ontributions of ea h an be as ertained by setting one or
the other to a onstant value and measuring the resulting impa t on question answering performan e. Figure 2
ompares three di erent formulations for the weight wt using the TREC-9 QA test olle tion. The andidate weight
wt =
t log(N=ft) was used for our TREC-9 experiments
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t

w
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t
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Figure 2: TREC-9 results
and was dis ussed above. The weight wt = log(N=ft) ignores andidate redundan y, essentially as if all andidates
appeared an equal number of times in the passages. The
weight wt = t treats all andidates as having the same term
frequen y and takes only redundan y into a ount. For omparison, the nal row of the gure presents results for the
50- or 250-byte fragment entered on ea h of the top ve
extents, dupli ating our TREC-8 \answer sele tion" te hnique.
Figure 2 reports two e e tiveness measures. Mean re iproal rank (MRR) is the standard TREC e e tiveness measure
reported by NIST for ea h TREC QA run [22℄. To ompute
MRR, ea h question is assigned a s ore that is the inverse
of the rank of the rst fragment that is judged to ontain
a orre t answer. If no fragment ontains an answer, the
question is assigned a s ore of zero. The s ores of the questions are then averaged to produ e the MRR value for the
run. In addition to MRR, the gure reports the number and
per ent of questions for whi h a orre t answer was found
in the ve fragments. These measures were omputed by an
automati judging s ript developed by Voorhees [22℄.
The value of redundan y is most apparent in the 50-byte
runs. Eliminating the redundan y fa tor redu es the MRR
by 38% and the number of questions answered orre tly by
28%. Eliminating the term frequen y fa tor has a lesser effe t, redu ing MRR by 12% and the number of orre t questions by 10%. The raw passages have an MRR 50% lower
and ontain the answers to 40% fewer questions. In ontrast,
the raw 250-byte passages exhibit good performan e, whi h
is harmed by answer sele tion if either the redundan y or
term frequen y fa tors are used alone.

4. EXPLOITING REDUNDANCY
For the TREC experiments, text fragments were reported
as answers. To further explore the value of redundan y in
question answering we simpli ed most of the omponents
in Figure 1 to eliminate the experimental onfounds assoiated with parsing, question ategorization, and the use of
sele tion rules. We fo used on a single ategory of question, those that require the name of a person as the answer, and attempted use redundan y as a means of isolating
the required name from the top ranking passages. To identify andidate answers we used a simple synta ti pattern
that mat hes most names in written English, but whi h often mat hes other text, in luding many other proper nouns.
Our hypothesis was that redundan y ould used as a substitute for deeper analysis; that orre t answers ould be
distinguished from other andidates solely by their repeated
o urren e in the proximity of high-ranking passages.
We identi ed 87 questions from the TREC-9 QA olle -

tion that required the name of a person as the answer. Typi al examples are \Who is the emperor of Japan?", \Name a
female gure skater," and \Who wrote the book Hu kleberry
Finn?". For ea h question we generated a query from the
question by using the traditional IR approa h of eliminating
stopwords.
To provide a greater potential for redundan y and to provide an opportunity to study the impa t of database size on
the results, we es hewed the 3GB TREC-9 QA orpus in favor a larger orpus, the TREC 100GB VLC2 orpus [12,21℄.
Apart from its size, this orpus di ers from the QA orpus in two important respe ts. First, sin e the QA orpus
onsists of newspaper arti les and the VLC2 orpus of arbitrary Web pages, we might generally expe t do uments in
the VLC2 orpus to be of lower quality. Se ond, it is known
that answers to all TREC-9 QA questions are present in
the TREC-9 QA orpus, but this is not the ase for VLC2
orpus. We were urious to dis over the extent to whi h
a relatively small olle tion of Web data ould be used to
answer a set of independently reated questions.
A simple synta ti pattern was used to identify andidate
answers. Any sequen e of at least two name tokens separated by whitespa e or a single hyphen was onsidered a
andidate. A name token is de ned as either an upper ase
letter followed by one or more lower ase letters or an upper ase letter followed by a period (an initial). In addition,
a apitalized stopword is not onsidered to be name token,
and a andidate answer annot onsist entirely of initials.
Su h a simple pattern will reje t many valid names (\Wm.
Paterson", \k. d. lang", \Samuel To", \Pius XI", \Anne of
Cleaves", \Fabio") and in lude many inappropriate andidates. While the identi ation of proper names, in luding
the names of people, is a well understood problem [3, 9℄ we
felt that the bene ts of transparen y would outweigh the
bene ts of more a urate andidate identi ation. Here, our
purpose is not to nd the answer using any and all means,
but rather to spe i ally examine the value of redundan y,
where the ability of redundan y to over ome the low pre ision inherent in this rude andidate-identi ation te hnique
is itself of interest.
For ea h query we retrieved the top k passages a ording
to Equation 1. Ea h passage was expanded symmetri ally
about its enterpoint to w bytes. For the experiment we
varied the parameters k and w, whi h will be referred to as
depth and width respe tively. Candidate answers were identi ed in the passages, and andidates that onsisted entirely
of query terms were eliminated. Ea h remaining andidate
was assigned a s ore that was simply a ount of the number of distin t passages in whi h the andidate appeared
( t ). Candidates were ranked a ording to this s ore, and
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Figure 3: Impa t of redundan y
ties were broken by applying a simple rule that takes into a ount the distan e of ea h andidate from the enterpoint of
the passages in whi h it appears. For ea h passage in whi h
a andidate appears, the distan e from the enterpoint of
the passage to the enterpoint of the losest o urren e of
the andidate is re orded. The average of these distan es is
used to break ties, with andidates having smaller averages
ranked higher.
Preliminary experiments with TREC-8 questions suggested
that a depth of k = 50 and width of w = 1000 would produ e reasonable results. Using these parameters, 49 (56%)
of the 87 questions are answered orre tly and for 34 (39%)
a orre t answer is ranked rst. For example, the top ve
andidates for the question \Who is the emperor of Japan?"
are
1. Emperor Hirohito
2. World War
3. Emperor Akihito
4. Hong Kong
5. Prime Minister
where the rst and third andidates are onsidered orre t.
The mixture of invalid proper nouns and the in lusion of
multiple valid answers is typi al of the results. The top ve
andidates for the question \Name a female gure skater."
are
1. Kristi Yamagu hi
2. Followup Name
3. Follow Ups
4. Tonya Harding
5. Nan y Kerrigan
where the rst, fourth and fth andidates are onsidered
orre t. The se ond and third andidates are artifa ts reated primarily by the inappropriate in lusion of the term
\name" in the query and appear to be generated by a series
of related postings to a message board. Additional independent data might tend to redu e the rank of these andidates
while in reasing the rank of the remaining andidates. Finally, the top ve andidates for the question \Who wrote
the book, Hu kleberry Finn?" are
1. Mark Twain
2. Tom Sawyer
3. Hu k Finn
4. Samuel Clemens
5. Conne ti ut Yankee

whi h in ludes both the author's pen name and his real
name, as well as the prin ipal hara ters from the novel.
Only exa t answers identifying people were ounted as
orre t. For example, the andidate \Anne Morrow Lindbergh Foundation" was not a epted as the answer to the
question \Who was Charles Lindbergh's wife?", the andidate \Time Warner" was not a epted as the answer to
\Who owns CNN?", and the andidate \Prime Minister"
was not a epted as the answer to \Who is the leader of India?". Sin e the TREC-9 judging s ript was not designed to
identify exa t answers, the determination of orre t answers
required a ombination of automati and manual pro essing.
An automati s ript based on the TREC-9 judging s ript
analyzed the output of ea h experimental run and agged
potentially orre t answers. The results of the s ript were
manually he ked to determine that the answers onsisted
solely of a person's name. Finally, the runs were automati ally he ked for onsisten y, verifying that answers were
judged in the same way for all experimental runs.
We ran the experiment for a range of depth and width values. The results are reported in Figure 3. In addition to the
runs using redundan y the gure reports two other runs for
omparison. Both runs represent other simple strategies for
extra ting andidate answers from the retrieved passages.
The rst, labeled \best 5 from top passage", onsists of
the ve distin t andidates appearing losest to the enterpoint of the top passage retrieved for ea h question, with
the andidates ranked a ording their distan e from the enterpoint. This run is equivalent to using parameters k = 1
and w = 1. The se ond, labeled \best from top 5 passages" onsists of a single andidate sele ted from ea h of
the the top ve passages. For ea h passage, the andidate
losest to the enterpoint is sele ted. If a andidate has already been sele ted from a higher-ranking passage, the next
losest andidate is sele ted instead.
Within the range shown, hanges to k and w produ e only
minor hanges in the results, with a slight tenden y to improve as k and w are in reased. This stability might be onsidered surprising given the range of data sizes represented
by the retrieved passages. With k = 25 and w = 250, less
than 7KB of data is analyzed per question; with k = 100
and w = 2000 over 195KB of data is analyzed per question.
We originally hoose to use a 100GB target orpus to in-
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Figure 4: In uen e of database size (k = 25,
rease the hanges of nding multiple o urren es of answers in ontexts that ould be retrieved by the unmodied question keywords. In order to as ertain the impa t
that database size has on the results we ran the questions
over various subsets of the full orpus. The do uments in
the database were ordered randomly and in reasingly larger
subsets of the database were used as the target orpus. The
results are presented in Figure 4.
The potential remains for addition improvement if the
database size were further in reased. For 76% of the questions, a orre t answer was reported in the top ve by at
least one of the runs reported in this se tion, and additional
data may for e more of these orre t answers into the top
ve ranks. As expe ted, several of the questions required
answers that the andidate sele tion pattern failed to mat h
(\Dr. Suess", \Brutus", \William the Conqueror"). While
the rude te hniques used for query generation and andidate identi ation ould easily be improved, we expe t that
the e e ts of these improvements would be largely orthogonal to the e e ts of redundan y and would be re e ted in
improvements to all runs.

5. PHONE A FRIEND
Who wants to be a Millionaire? is urrently a popular
game show airing in prime time on Ameri an television and
dupli ated lo ally in several other ountries. As an additional appli ation, the approa h of the previous se tion has
been extended to answer trivia questions posed to ontestants on the show.
These questions are presented in a multiple hoi e format. For example, the question \Who was the rst Prime
Minister of Canada?" might be given with andidate answers \A) Pierre Elliot Trudeau", \B) John Graves Sim oe",
\C) John A. Ma Donald" and \D) Louis Riel". The prize

80

w
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= 1000)

money awarded for orre tly answering a question ranges
from $100 to $1,000,000. Contestants start with a $100 question, and while they ontinue to answer questions orre tly
the value roughly doubles until the nal $1,000,000 question is rea hed. Contestants are eliminated if they answer a
question in orre tly. They may also quit voluntarily before
attempting to answer a question, keeping as prize money the
value of the highest question orre tly answered.
The existen e of a losed set of andidate answers simplies the voting pro ess but ompli ates the passage retrieval
pro ess. While the question ontinues to be treated as a
\bag of words" for retrieval purposes, ea h andidate answer is mat hed as a phrase and the terms in the answer
do not ontribute to the s ore of a passage. The retrieval
engine was modi ed to return the highest s oring passages
(a ording to Equation 1) that also ontain a phrase mat h
to one of the answers. For these questions, it is not unlikely
that the weights of answer terms will be higher for in orre t
answers, sin e some of the hoi es are deliberately bizarre,
and are intended as jokes or red herrings. The answers an
be treated as phrases, sin e it is not ne essary to ompute
weights for their terms and the phrasing is usually the \ ommon" form appearing in everyday spee h and writing.
The top k = 20 passages were retrieved for ea h question.
Sin e ea h passage is guaranteed to ontain a mat h to at
least one of the andidate answers, the passages were not
expanded in width. A passage that ontained a mat h for a
andidate answer was ounted as a vote for that andidate.
Candidates were then ranked in terms of the number of votes
ea h re eived.
We applied the approa h to the 108 questions asked on the
programs rst broad ast on the ABC television network in
the United States on O tober 31, November 1 and November 9, 2000. The results are shown in Figure 5. The gure

Question value
$100-$1,000
$2,000-$8,000
$16,000-$64,000
$125,000-$1,000,000
OVERALL

total questions
48
29
22
9
108

number orre t
36
20
15
5
76

per ent orre t
75%
69%
68%
56%
70%

Figure 5: Who Wants to be a Millionaire?
splits the questions into four ategories a ording to their
value. Lower-valued questions are intended to be easier than
higher-valued questions for human ontestants, and this relationship held for our system as well.
Overall the system answered 76 (70%) of the questions
orre tly. For an additional 17 questions (16%) the orre t
answer was ranked se ond or tied for rst. Three of the remaining questions essentially asked \Whi h of these things
is not like the other?" where the orre t answer was the only
sele tion that did not exhibit the hara teristi s des ribed
in the question. In all three of these ases, the orre t answer was ranked last. In one ase the question referred to
events that o urred after the 1997 Web rawl that reated
the orpus and it was answered in the ontext of that year.
Three other questions had single-digit numeri values as answers. These values were treated as stopwords when the
orpus was indexed and the questions a tually aused the
system to rash when exe uted. This behavior was treated
as an in orre t answer.

6. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
Redundan y an be exploited as a method for answer validation in question answering systems. An analysis of our
TREC-9 QA experimental results indi ates that redundan y
played an important role in the pro ess of sele ting answer
fragments from the top passages retrieved for ea h question.
When exa t answers are required, further experiments with
simple voting algorithms demonstrate that redundan y is an
e e tive method of ranking andidates answers.
The bene ts gained from exploiting redundan y are largely
independent of bene ts gained from improvements to the
other omponents of a QA system. Without redundan y,
even the best QA system might be misled by a passage
ontaining an ina urate (or ironi ) answer. Voorhees and
Ti e [22, page 203℄ provide an illustration of this problem in
their dis ussion of responses to the TREC-8 question \Who
was the rst Ameri an in spa e?", where the orpus ontained the passage \As for Wilson himself, he be ame a senator by defeating Jerry Brown, who has been alled the rst
Ameri an in spa e."
Redundan y is available to be exploited. The experiments
reported in Se tions 4 and 5 used a modest-sized 100GB
orpus of arbitrary Web data, where we did not know in
advan e how many questions had answers ontained in this
orpus. Apparently a orpus of this size is suÆ ient to answer roughly 70% of general-knowledge trivia-style questions
using redundan y as the main answer sele tion te hnique.
Web data is often viewed as being of low quality, and identifying high-quality pages is a major problem for web sear h
systems [2, 24℄. In the ase of question answering, the quality of individual pages be omes less important sin e results
from many low-quality pages an be ombined to produ e a

onsensus answer, and quantity an be used as an e e tive
substitute for quality.
One of the few published answer sele tion algorithms to
make expli it use of redundan y is the Werle t algorithm [17,
18℄ whi h was studied in the ontext of the GuruQA system [16℄. The overall design of GuruQA is similar to that
of our own system, and the Werle t algorithm shares some
features with the algorithm presented in Se tion 3. Interestingly, the developers of the GuruQA system did not identify
redundan y as a major ontributor to the performan e of
GuruQA. In their reported experien e, Werle t did not perform as well as a se ond answer sele tion algorithm, AnSel,
whi h did not exploit redundan y. At TREC-9, GuruQA
was among the ve best-performing systems for both the
50- and 250-byte runs.
The MURAX QA system, des ribed by Kupie [15℄, inorporated a related form of answer validation that uses se ondary queries to on rm relationships between andidates
and question terms. Kupie gives as an example the question
\What lm pits Humphrey Bogart against gangsters in the
Florida Keys?". Text returned by an initial query suggests
The Big Sleep, Key Largo, The Maltese Fal on, Casablan a
and The Treasure of the Sierra Madre as andidates but does
not indi ate the setting or plot of these lms. A se ondary
query using the phrases \Key Largo" and \Florida Keys"
veri es a relationship between them that does not exist for
the other andidates.
A very di erent form of answer validation is the abdu tive
inferen e te hnique des ribed by Harabagiu et al. [10℄ and
in orporated in FALCON, the top-performing QA system
at TREC-9 [11℄. Given a question, a andidate answer, and
the text fragment from whi h the andidate was extra ted,
abdu tion uses semanti knowledge to give a logi al justiation for its orre tness. The andidate is reje ted if no
justi ation an be given.
In the experiments reported by this paper, we measure redundan y using a simple ount of the number of passages in
whi h a andidate appears. It may be possible to extend this
measure to en ompass other information. For ea h passage
ontaining the andidate, this information in ludes the s ore
of the passage, the rank of the passage and the minimum distan e of the andidate from the passage's enterpoint. For
TREC-9, our answer sele tion omponent took some of this
information into a ount while making nal adjustments to
the s ores of text fragments, but these adjustments were
stri tly ad ho in nature. In future, we hope to undertake a
theoreti al and empiri al examination of the use and value
of this information. We ontinue to improve all aspe ts of
our QA system for parti ipation in TREC during 2001 and
beyond, where a 5-year plan alls for the extension of the
QA experiments in a variety of hallenging dire tions [21℄.
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